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This paper is an investigation of architectural settings that are evoked through 
description, occupation and transformation by the narrative structure of the novel.  It 
begins by exploring the notion of vividness as an authentic presence of that which is 
narrated, and the presence of a pictorial representation in the reader.  Invoked in the 
imagination these narrative spaces are discussed through fragments, settings and 
places for conversations. 
 
Two case studies are used to discuss the various ways in which spaces are made 
vivid by their incompleteness, and consequently exist in the imagination of the 
reader.  The first is a novel by Virginia Woolf, the second a novel by Edith Wharton.  
In each text episodes and themes are used to explore the interconnectedness 
between aspect, room and encounter.  It further discusses how in engaging vividness 
architectural descriptions are transposed into metaphors for character descriptions in 
a fluid manner.  Particular examples from the case studies highlight gendered 
constructions of a setting, furnishing and decorating; and how rooms have spatial 
attachment to an occasion, and how conversely revisiting a setting in the narrative 
engages the temporal. 
 
The paper concludes by proposing another way of seeing architecture that is outside 




“Is there such a thing as an architectural narrative?”1 
 
Bernard Tschumi’s provocative question and the desire to reveal architecture’s 
complex connections and relationships form the frame of reference for this paper.  
‘Frame’ seems an appropriate term to use in introducing the idea of narrative and 
architecture, in that it is a word with particularly architectonic connotations, alluding to 
boundaries and construction, and so begins to convey a sense of the intricate mutual 
contamination of architecture and language. 
 
This paper is an investigation of architectural settings that are evoked through 
description, occupation and transformation by the narrative structure of the novel.  By 
looking at cities, buildings and interiors through the medium of fictional works, 
architecture is examined in the way that it relates to narrative and thus is considered 
as more than just object.  It begins by exploring the notion of vividness as a quality of 
description that provokes the imagination, rather than giving a fixed and constant 
pictorial representation.  The vivid narrative of a novel is contrasted with the non-vivid 
descriptions given in conventional architectural texts. 
 
Two novels are used as case studies to discuss the interrelationships of narrative 
and architecture. The first is Orlando, by Virginia Woolf and the second is The House 
of Mirth, by Edith Wharton.  Both of these novels engender vividness in their 
descriptions of architecture and space, however the particular qualities of each give 
rise to a different reading and thus a different focus.  Orlando’s meandering journey 
through sharply framed historical periods, each of which serve a distinct narrative 
purpose, spreads the analysis across several sections in the novel.  The House of 
Mirth, on the other hand, is more pointedly focused towards a particular type of space 
and this is reflected in the discussion. 
 
Sketching Spaces 
“Vividness is here an authentic presence of that which is narrated: ‘we literally 
see it before us.’  And yet we also know that here it is the imaginations of the 
reader and listener that bring such presence about – a singular form of 
presence, which is surely not that of an unequivocal and fixed pictorial 
representation.”2 
 
In one essay from The Relevance of the Beautiful Hans-Georg Gadamer examines 
the concept of Intuition and Vividness as an awakening of the imagination in the 
reader.  Vividness is not defined as making clear, but is grounded in being able to 
“vividly imagine” such things as abstractions and conceptual expressions.3  He 
suggests that it is the descriptive character of the text that allows us to see and 
capture a certain pictorial character.  In literary writing architectural description and 
narration are constructed “such that we see ‘before us,’ so to speak, what is not as 
such seen, but is only told.”4  But the discussion is not confined to literature and 
includes architectural drawing, or more particularly sketching, which can also be 
called vivid since we can vividly imagine what is presented.  Thus vivid descriptions 
require the reader to play their part.  Gadamer explains that vividness is invoked not 
by language which faithfully and completely reproduces an image, but rather is much 
closer to “a restless flux of images that accompanies our understanding of the text, 
but that does not finally become a stable intuition, as some kind of result.”5 
 
So vividness appears to be a quality deriving from hints and fragments, from 
speculation and conjecture, rather than scrupulous rendition.  It employs the reader 
in an active and productive exercise of imagining and consequently engages the 
temporal.  Vividness implies a lack of fixed and stable meaning.  To address 
architecture via vivid descriptions in novels might lead us to look at architecture in a 
different way, focusing away from purely formal considerations of architecture ‘as 
object.’ 
 
In a novel, architecture and space may be made vivid by providing glimpses and 
glances: discontinuities, moments of intensity, unexpected coalitions.  Vividness 
encourages us to use our imagination.  Thus, it is possible to expose assumptions 
and explore interrelationships usually left untouched.  For example, in a novel we 
may look at people’s interaction with buildings and spaces, rather than concentrating 
solely on the buildings.  We look at architecture more indirectly than is possible with 
conventional descriptions of architecture. 
 
Traditionally, architectural descriptions are concerned with building-as-object, the 
analysis of which hinges on formal spatial and aesthetic contemplation in a search 
for completeness and fidelity.  This concentration on giving a true and accurate 
impression of a building’s form and space leaves little room for other related issues.  
Novels may allow us to scrutinise aspects of architecture that are never made explicit 
in those prevailing architectural texts.  They provide sites for representations of 
buildings, interiors and spaces that are vivid. 
 
Constructing Stories 
In a traditional sense ‘narrative’ is understood to mean a story, and in the case of a 
fictional narrative, an imagined account.  Its role in architecture tends to serve as a 
euphemism for any organising principle around which spatial sequences are 
presented.  Very often this includes the gathering of spaces, objects and surfaces 
such that they ‘stand for’ something.  Theme and chronology reveal a story.  In the 
hands of contemporary architects such as Nigel Coates and NATO, narrative is used 
to provoke the established architectural lineage in a non-linear manner.  A collection 
of ideas can be gathered and held by an overriding commentary – that is, it becomes 
an illustration of a concept or position, whether political social or cultural.  In a wider 
sphere these include such things as Lyotard’s metanarratives and sub-narratives 
such as modernism.6  A further complication occurs when an image, such as Modern 
architecture, is borrowed and used as style.   
 
In this paper we have deliberately stepped away from discussing narrative and 
space, in order to examine a particularly focussed reading of narrative in relation to 
‘architecture.’  In the texts we find narrative and architecture reinforce each other.  
Architectural metaphors are transposed from building to character, and character 
traits are similarly shifted.  This is particularly evident when architecture becomes a 
fabrication of space in relation to such things as cities, rooms, entrances, surfaces, 
furnishings, conversations and events.   
 
Inhabiting Texts 
The case studies, Woolf’s Orlando7 and Wharton’s The House of Mirth,8 were 
chosen from a number of novels because of their acknowledged interdependency of 
space, architecture and narrative.  Both works are clearly not contemporary (The 
House of Mirth was published in 1905, Orlando in 1928) and this provides some
their fascination architecturally.  They were written during a period when wes
architecture and society were undergoing radical transformation: the early part of the 
twentieth century, the beginning of the Modern Movement.  They were both written 
by women at a time when most of the voices speaking about architecture were male. 
 Both writers have a clear concern for architecture and space, though they approach 







Jacob’s Room, To the Lighthouse, A Haunted House, A Room of One’s Own, The 
Mark on the Wall.  The titles of a number of Virginia Woolf’s novels and essays 
suggest the key role that architectural and spatial concerns play in her work.  Cities, 
buildings, spaces, elements perform a number of functions in her writing, serving as 
metaphors, structuring devices and facilitators of action (or inaction).  Ruth Miller, in 
her investigation of frames in Woolf’s texts, points out that rooms, windows, 
thresholds and mirrors act as devices that structure her writing, as metaphors for 
consciousness and identity, and as the medium for an awareness of the temporal.10 
Lyn Pickett explains that Woolf identifies the city with a freeing up of the imagination 
and a means for women to escape from the restricting interior spaces of the private 
domestic realm and to occupy “a different form of interiority in the public spaces of 
the streets.”11 
 
In Orlando, a mock biography, the title character lives for over three hundred years 
while appearing to hardly age at all, and changes sex half way through the book.  
Woolf supplies us with hints and fragments, satirising the biographer’s attempt to 
piece together a person’s life.  She literally leaves gaps in her text, uses incomplete 
lists as means of description and continually wavers between positions, refusing 
absolutes.  These are the ways in which her writing is made vivid. 
 
Orlando’s spatial journey reflects the development of the main character, which does 
not progress with a conventional linear logic, but rather vacillates between one 
position and another.  Orlando’s ancestral mansion, to which he/she returns 
continually throughout the novel, functions as a constant in a fantastical narrative 
spanning four hundred years.  Woolf reinforces this constancy through certain 
phrases that are repeated whenever the house is mentioned.12  While all around the 
world is changing, the house has a timeless quality, acting as a mirror for Orlando’s 
essentially unchanging character.  The house and its interiors connect the various 
sections of the narrative together. 
 
The narrative structure of Orlando consists of six discrete units or ‘movements’, 
framed by the chapters in the book.  These correspond to six particular historical 
periods, each of which has its own distinct spatial presence.  By mapping the story 
onto the architectural spaces contained within it, Woolf effects mutual references.  
The spaces not only function as settings for the action to occur, but are more integral 
than that, providing us with further material to enhance our understanding of the 
novel.  From the Elizabethan carnival, to the interior of Orlando’s house in the 
Restoration, through the exotic spaces of Constantinople, to the society parties of the 
eighteenth century, back to the claustrophobic interior of Orlando’s nineteenth 
century house and finally to the urban spaces of a modern city; each has both an 
architectural and a narrative role to play. 
 
The predominant architectural image of the opening chapter is a carnival on the 
frozen Thames.  The iced-up river is completely made over to become an 
extravagant pleasure ground.  Architecturally, there is a sense of the temporary, ice 
as foundation; tents, awnings and ropes as built structure; and “plumes of ostrich 
feathers,” “coloured balloons,” and flames of “green, orange and purple fire” as 
decoration.13  The impermanence of the built environment prefigures the 
impermanence of Orlando’s tempestuous love affair with Sasha the Muscovite.  Like 
the carnival and like the ice it sits on, this relationship is to last only a brief moment 
before the torrent of everyday life resumes.  The temporary construction of the 
carnival, with the ease of movement this allows, functions as the device by which 
Woolf makes explicit freedom from conventional constraints.  When Orlando and his 
lover “slip under the silken rope,” this physical crossing reflects the ease in which 
other social, racial and sexual boundaries are being transgressed in the narrative.14  
The end of Orlando’s affair coincides with the end of the carnival and its peculiar 
spatial conditions. 
 
The mid seventeenth century sees Orlando ensconced in his house, brooding and 
meditative, and Woolf focuses particularly on the interior.  Orlando is viewed at night 
passing along the corridors, halls and staircases, and lingering in the crypts and 
tombs.  This wandering through the interior of his house parallels Orlando’s retreat 
into his own internal world, where he thinks and ponders deeply.  Here, as in other of 
Woolf’s texts, rooms are seen as metaphors for the mind.  While the image with 
which we are presented is of Orlando pacing through the galleries, we also think of 
the thought processes going on in his mind.  Then, after the futility of all this thinking 
(his attempt at writing poetry is dismal), Orlando substitutes an architectural act of 
creativity for his failed literary one and he redecorates his house.  The redecoration 
becomes a material version of language, literally standing in for a conclusion, a 
“peroration”, to an eloquent address he is making to his ancestors and his house. 
Writing and architecture fuse together, infecting one another.  Orlando’s writing takes 
on the qualities of decorating and decorating takes on the qualities of inscription. 
 
Once Orlando’s decorating frenzy has been accomplished, right down to the last 
bowl of potpourri, he contemplates his handiwork and realises that it is not complete, 
something more is needed.  The furnishings and furniture are not enough, “people 
sitting in them, people lying in them improve them amazingly.”15  By inhabiting the 
rooms and using the furniture, people are to become part of the overall decorative 
strategy.16 
 
From carnivalesque excess through interior withdrawal, Orlando’s next spatial 
experience is one of foreignness and artifice.  He becomes an ambassador and 
travels to the Orient, where he mysteriously changes sex.  Woolf uses an exotic 
setting to underscore this fantasy element of the plot - Constantinople, a place of the 
otherwordly.  Its position as the meeting place of East and West also adds to the 
sense of transition and in-between. The city is first presented to us from the viewpoint 
of Orlando, overlooking it from a high parapet in the morning.  We are lulled by a 
romantic travelogue that oozes picturesque imagery of domes and minarets peeking 
out through the mist.  It has a sense of the spiritual, unconnected to earthly 
endeavours.  Then, using an abrupt change in tone, Woolf introduces “pilgrims 
without eyes or noses” and “pariah dogs picking up offal” as an illustration of the 
squalid reality of the city.17  While at first the city seems idyllic, in actuality it is dirty, 
smelly, noisy and barbaric.  The carnality of Woolf’s description of Constantinople 
alludes to the very bodily change that is about to take place in Orlando himself.  The 
revelation of the sensuality of the city is repeated when Orlando’s female body is 
revealed.  From the initial obscurity of veils, the shock of her changed state is as 
great as our start when the mist clears and Constantinople is suddenly exposed in its 
baseness.   
 
In a section of the narrative where outward appearances are revealed as deceiving, 
Woolf maps an architecture of veneer onto similarly superficial actions and people.  
Orlando is an ambassador, engaging in the tricky game of politics and diplomacy and 
the spaces he inhabits suggest an artificiality and lack of depth.  Woolf describes the 
highly ritualised spaces of the ambassadors and dignitaries and at first glance the 
detail seems extraordinary.  An impressive number of rooms are mentioned with the 
activity that occurs in each.  However, the overwhelming impression is one of 
emptiness, the phrases are hollow, along with the spaces. The diplomats may appear 
to be smoking and drinking, but there is “neither tobacco in the pipe nor coffee in the 
glass.”18 
 
The eighteenth century focuses on London City and London society, where propriety 
and decorum are to the fore.  Both the architecture of London with its “broad and 
orderly thoroughfares,” and the people who live there are decorous and well laid out. 
 The surfaces of the houses themselves, their “plate glass” and “polished knockers,” 
communicate the apparent moral qualities of their inhabitants, their “wealth and 
modest dignity.”19  There is a sense of respectability and correctness.  All is clear 
and straight with everything in plain view.  The raised footpaths that the ladies walk
on suggest separation, segregation, subdivision; a place for everything and 
everything in its place.  ‘Decent’ women may only move in certain circles, unless 
accompanied by a man, especially in the spaces of the city.  Woolf characterises the 
social immobility of women by a very physical immobility, caused by clothes; women 
are impeded by the “coil of skirts” about their legs.  This sense of women being 
 
hampered in their movement through space by their clothing is picked up by Sally 
Potter in her 1992 film version of Orlando.  In it we see Orlando, dressed in a 
ridiculously voluminous white skirt, painfully trying to negotiate her way along a 
gallery filled with furniture that impedes her every step. 
 
In contrast to the exterior urban spaces of the city, where we are aware of the “cowl 
of every chimney” and the “cobbles in the streets,” the interior world of London 
society has a lack of architecture.20  Woolf never describes the rooms where the 
soirees occur, their physical dimensions, structure, materiality; we are told only 
vaguely of a “fireplace” and chairs arranged in a semicircle.  It is as though Woolf has 
used a deliberate absence of architecture to indicate the vacuous quality of ‘society’. 
 Just as we do not have any tangible picture of the interiors, Orlando has no memory 
of what occurs at the parties.  There are no details; it is all a blur. 
 
In the nineteenth century, the interior is again attended to, with Orlando feeling 
constrained by Victorian morality and an architectural emphasis on physical 
containment.  Not only does Woolf concentrate on rooms and furniture, but the rooms 
and furniture themselves become covered, swaddled, bound: “furniture was muffled; 
walls and tables were covered; nothing was left bare.”21  The narrative has Orlando 
feeling melancholy and unwell, suggesting hysterical, consumptive women who have 
to “lean; to sit down; yes, to lie down; never, never, never to get up again.”22  The 
architecture, too, is infected.  Woolf conveys the sense of unhealthiness in Orlando’s 
house using language that would normally be used to describe the condition of 
people.  The architecture is imbued with peculiarly human qualities, reinforcing 
Orlando’s sickliness.  Walls are depicted as “sweating.”23  Dripping, oozing, 
discharging walls.  Uncontrollable secretions.  Unsightly emissions.  Orlando’s 
(feminine) weakness is manifest in the very architecture of her house.  The walls 
themselves seem unable to control themselves, leaking fluids, contaminating the 
environment. 
 
In Writing Beyond the Ending, Rachel Blau DuPlessis suggests Orlando is a “female 
history of Britain”, where the “Ages of England have become the Ages of Woman.”24 
Thus, the nineteenth century section reveals women at their most constrained, their 
most archetypally ‘feminine’: weak, nervous, modest, timid, reliant on men, and 
extremely fecund.  Woolf has the architecture of this period characterised by 
dampness, which “began to make its way into every house,” causing furniture to be 
covered, ivy to grow in profusion and walls to sweat.25  The moistness that Woolf 
describes in the buildings corresponds to common representations of women’s 
corporeality as “a mode of seepage,” a “liquidity” that requires cleaning up, 
absorption, and control lest it pollute indiscriminately.26 
 
The twentieth century section of Orlando corresponds to Woolf’s present day - the 
book was first published in 1928.  The novel culminates in Orlando trying to reconcile 
her fragmented identity, searching for her ‘true self’.  Her mind is all in a whirl, she is 
“a person entirely disassembled,” sometimes living in the past, sometimes in the 
present.27  The architectural image that Woolf uses to reinforce this feeling of 
fragmentation and discontinuity in the narrative is the modern city of London, 
specifically a department store and a journey in a car. In Woolf”s modern city, the 
world is all sliced up.  It is experienced in portions, in pieces, in bits.  The department 
store, with its carefully compartmentalised environment, its subdivisions, its 
categories, its areas of responsibility, its floors, is an assemblage of parts, each one 
“another slice of the world.”28 
 
The motorcar also delivers a fractured environment.  From it we cannot see objects 
in their entirety; Orlando is only able to read parts of signs; “Amor Vin--” instead of 
‘Amor Vincit’ “Nothing could be seen whole or read from start to finish.”29  The speed 
of the car prevents us from comprehending what we are seeing, from taking it all in.  
Everything is cut off, interrupted, leaving us to imagine for ourselves.  Readability is 
called into question. The architecture of the city and Orlando’s identity are cut into 
little pieces, needing to be pieced back together in order to be read.  This final setting 
illustrates the construction of the story itself.  Ultimately, the narrative too is an 




The House of Mirth 
Judith Fryer in her analysis of the House of Mirth suggests the novel has a particular 
narrative that is “the downward path of the protagonist through a series of actual 
houses.”30  How we understand the houses is not so much through pictorial 
description, but via the thoughts and feelings of the characters – in particular Lily 
Bart.  Gathered in our imagination they exert a presence on the reader that is not 
fixed but is in flux, allowing us to individually build an understanding through the 
vividness of the narration.  Lily offers comments and criticises rooms and a space in 
relation to her own value judgements of the occupants, and is somewhat selective in 
her observations.  On a number of occasions Wharton transposes architectural and 
character metaphors such that we often find room, occupant(s) and Lily bound 
together.  As the narrative revisits settings and rooms, Lily as intruder offers a 
different slant conditioned by her reduced social and monetary circumstances.  The 
faint sketches previously given are now replaced with new renderings.  Similarly the 
difference in how a room is perceived by two different intruders, such as Seldon and 
Lily’s separate visits to Gerty’s flat, confirm that architecture is more than the mere 
enclosing structure.  John Clubbe comments on how Seldon is able to respond 
sensitively and favourably to Gerty’s apartment, whereas Lily finds disgust in being 
touched by ordinariness.31  Seldon compliments Gerty on her apartment and both fit 
“snugly as bits in a puzzle,” whereas Lily, after a restless night undergoes a “renewal 
of physical distaste.” 
 
In The House of Mirth Lily’s social world remains static, the social order and the 
society she aspires to (the drawing rooms to decorate) are seen as constants.  This 
is evidenced by Lily’s disappointment in returning to Seldon’s flat and finding it with 
“scene unchanged.”  Her world is found to be ordered, and it is through this that she 
descends.  Lily’s journey passes through the most decorated of rooms, bringing her 
in contact with the fashionable ‘new moneyed’ rich interiors of the Bry’s, and the now 
faded but once fashionable ‘old moneyed’ dark interiors of the Peniston’s.  It finishes 
via the less fashionable but more homely interior of Seldon (the reader); the modest 
cosy apartment of Gerty Farish (the charitable) and more spartan home of Nettie 
Struther (the mother).  Throughout this room by room journey Lily never manages to 
discern the relationship of room to occupier, always striving for some other vision.  
This series of rooms are criticised and rejected in a search for some ‘other’ interior 
constructed in relation to herself. 
 
Lily Bart’s understanding of self worth and ‘true’ place in society often seem without 
doubt, yet a moment occurs in the novel in which the two coincide and are made 
explicit.  This moment is given a particular spatial presence.  Whilst the narrative and 
thematic constructs serve to map this downward decent as a transformation through 
society and the values/position that Lily aspires to, a decisive moment occurs at the 
tableaux vivants in which Lily becomes the picture and becomes the room.  The 
tableaux accommodate an architectural presence as the scene, setting and 
perspective. Here she confronts her location within the narrative structure.  Wharton 
creates a moment of stillness in which heroine and architectural setting coincide.  In 
this moment self is recognised as ‘decorative.’  Self-recognition occurs in relation to 
the audience and the room.  It is spatial.  The decorative is to be admired. 
 
At this moment when we discover Lily’s position and place, both we and she become 
aware of her loss of control over the structure and course of the narrative.  Prior to 
this point in the novel Lily seemed to be able to direct her situation, by knowing what 
she desired and playing off one occasion with another, one prospect with another.  
This is achieved in the novel via a number of allegorical references.  The method for 
this is to create a moment of stillness, one that allows recognition of the narrative’s 
room-by-room spatial structure, from which we can look back and foreshadow the 
future.  
 
In the build up to the tableaux vivants an air of expectation is conveyed through Lily’s 
anticipation of a dramatic event and ‘scenic’ presentation of the Brys’ house.  To 
further reinforce this position Seldon recalls how the very rich should be “stage-
managers” providing the setting and direction of the evening’s social play.  The Brys, 
mansion is no “frame for domesticity” but is designed for the display of “festive 
assemblage.”32  We are offered a distinction between ‘everyday’ and ‘pleasure,’ and 
are lured into an image of opulence and grandeur.  This is conveyed by equating the 
house interior with airy pleasure halls built by Venetian architects to set off the 
hospitality of Princes.  Though no architect or Prince is identified, an image or 
occasion is being sketched out.  The vividness of the narrative recalls fanciful places, 
or fantasy places.  The mansion exterior is ‘thought’ to be a “copy of the Trianon,” 
whereas the ballroom ceiling is by the painter Veronese whose work was described 
as “beautiful but his women fat.”33  Wharton describes the Brys’ residence as having 
a mixture of styles including French Neo-classicism on the exterior and a Venetian 
Renaissance interior.  For the conservative ‘old moneyed’ families this clearly places 
the house outside the confines of good taste.  Ned Van Alstyne observes how the 
Brys architect had taken “his client’s measure” and used the Composite order, 
whereas for the Trenors he used the Corinthian “but based on the best precedent.”34 
 We are clearly concerned with class distinction, purity of bloodlines, and the elitism 
that stemmed from ‘pure’ architecture as opposed to eclecticism.35 
 
In parallel with Van Alstyne’s distinction between high and low forms of art, Lily offers 
her own interpretation based on her experience, as distinct from societal 
conditioning.  For her, artistic expression rises from dressmaking and upholstery into 
drapery, artistic attitudes and dramatic presence.  Objects (dresses) events 
(tableaux) and atmosphere stir her imagination, one that is “only reached by visual 
impressions.”36  For Lily the tableaux with all their artistic pretensions and waxwork 
reality are seen as an artistic moment.  Her earlier artistic endeavours reside in the 
domestic ‘crafts,’ but now sees the tableaux as more than intellectual pretensions. 
 
Transference of metaphor occurs between Lily’s thoughts and architectural space.  
Lily seeks an atmosphere - a visual presence, and the ballroom exerts an air of 
improvisation such that surfaces need touching to confirm materials were in fact 
marble and not cardboard disguised by paintwork.  But in reality they are not 
improvised.  The tableaux are carefully constructed using fabrics, lighting and 
deliberate posing.  The ballroom is also precisely arranged to allow an occasion to 
seem dramatic, and what seems to be false is in fact real.  Though the room is 
constructed in a manner such that materials and form appear improvised, having 
touched the surface its solidity overrides the improvisation.  In like manner Lily is 
arranged to appear as the beautiful Mrs Reynolds, but having gazed upon this image, 
Lily’s beauty overrides that which is staged.  The audience is both scared and 
surprised at such a revelation, and the narrative is past the point of no return. 
 
For Lily it is not herself that is on display but her beauty, which she dreams will 
“shape all emotions to fresh forms of grace.”37  What form does this beauty take and 
how is it related to the room?  Her desire seems to be for a Platonic beauty – an ideal 
and unattainable conception concerned with form, but due to an obsession with 
aesthetics, confuses appearance with substance.  This is not unlike the ballroom, in 
which appearance takes precedence over material, that is form gives way to 
decoration.  What seems to be under discussion is Wharton’s conception of interior 
architecture as being visual, in both its lines and effect, above its material ‘truth.’ 
 
Seldon tests a seat.  He is uncertain whether the seat is real or “painted against the 
wall,” but nevertheless tries it out.38  However, there is no indication as to whether 
the chair is moved to the centre of the room - a common 18th century practice who
arrangement was known as a ‘ring of chairs.’  Eighteenth century architects such as 
Robert Adam placed a room’s architecture to the periphery, opening up a void in the 
centre.  Robin Evans comments how through the developed surface there is a 
suppression of centrality, which gives a non-specific emptiness “because of the 
withdrawal of all else to the perimeter.”
se 
39  Because of this peripheral furniture could 
be considered in relation to the surface in order to “underline their provisional status 
as free-standing elements.”40  In the Etruscan room at Osterley Park the top rails of 
chairs were painted as a continuation of the dado, affirming their relationship to the 
surface and placing their ‘solidity’ in doubt. 
 
Seldon further observes how in the ballroom the seated throng presents a “surface of 
rich tissues and jewelled shoulders in harmony with the festooned and guilded walls 
and flushed splendour of the Venetian ceiling.”41  The audience is seamlessly 
incorporated into the architecture as though a physical blurring occurs between body 
and building.  As with architecture that emerged through the developed surface 
drawings, here we see identification with surface as peripheral surroundings, 
awaiting the occasion - the tableaux.  Audience and architecture now surround and 
shroud or veil the stage, spectators become indistinct from building. 
 
If throughout the novel Lily’s understanding of interiors is somehow narcissistic, and 
her ability to ‘read’ interiors as interiors is hampered by her inability to understand 
interiors in relation to personal occupation, then the ballroom scene is fatally 
conceited.  Wharton’s portrayal suggests a momentary collapsing and fusing of 
person and space. The person is Lily-as-Mrs Reynolds, the space ballroom-as-
gallery.  Lily is displayed as an art object not in her drawing room, but in the ballroom. 
 The irony is that Lily could never imagine herself anywhere but “in a drawing room, 
diffusing elegance as a flower sheds perfume.”  Now she is both art object and as 
Ned Van Alstyne observes a woman to be desired. 
 
Contaminating Architecture 
“We have done our best to piece out a meagre summary from the charred fragments 
that remain; but often it has been necessary to speculate, to surmise, and even to 
use the imagination.”42 
 
In the vividly realised settings of Virginia Woolf and Edith Wharton, the notion of 
architecture-as-object is called into question.  The necessary sketchiness does not 
allow us to construct a fixed and stable architectural image and consequently to 
analyse architecture by purely formal methods.  Instead, it moves architecture into 
the realm of a condition that infects and effects people and situations, and vice versa. 
 Architecture becomes fluid; character traits blur with buildings; interiors and activities 
fuse.  Architecture is more than simply background; it plays an active role in the 
actions of its inhabitants, it is complicit in issues of gender, status and culture, and it 
is completely entangled with language. 
 
In focusing on novels written by women, the discussion also begins to reveal another 
history of architecture, one that is outside of the traditional architectural canon.  It is a 
way of exploring the particular perspectives of women in an area from which they 
have historically been excluded.  If we take the premise that architectural discourse 
has been constructed through writings of male architects, to the exclusion of women, 
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